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This paper provides an analysis of language-mixing as it appears
in written French advertising, using studies on the use of English as a
pair-language with French and other languages (e.g., Spanish, Portu-
guese, Hindi, Japanese, Thai, Arabic) as a point of departure. The
analysis provided here suggests that the English used in non-Ang-
lophone advertising is a rich source of linguistic data that is unique
because of morpho-syntactic features generally untolerated in con-
ventional written or spoken discourse. Evidence is presented to
draw attention to the unusual structural techniques associated with
English borrowings, code-mixing, and code-switching in specific ad-
vertising slogans in France and the role that English plays in this par-
ticular medium. Constraint-oriented theories and counter-arguments
are also addressed, along with various socio-psychological motiva-
tions for choosing language-mixing as an alternative communicative
strategy.
1. Introduction
Although linguistic investigation of code-mixing as it specifically applies
to advertising has been somewhat limited thus far, the idea of promotional mate-
rial being 'cross-cultural' is well-established. In their advertising textbook orgi-
nally published in 1961, Dunn and Barban (1974:602) commented that:
[In regard to] advertising activities that cut across national bounda-
ries ... , it has been suggested that 'cross-cultural' is a better term than
'multinational' or 'international' in that markets are often better defined
by cultural or demographic variables than by political boundaries.
A large part of the research in code-mixing has, of course, been limited to spoken
discourse (e.g., Poplack 1980; Pfaff 1979; Valdes-Fallis 1976). There are, however,
a number of scholars who have taken an interest in this phenomenon in its writ-
ten manifestation as it appears in advertising copy, including Bhatia 1987 who
has studied the commercial use of English in India, Takashi 1990 who has con-
ducted linguistic analyses of Japanese advertisements, and Martin 1998 whose
Ph.D. dissertation treats English/French code-mixing in advertising in France.
They are among the many researchers inspired by the work of Geoffrey N. Leech
1966 who devoted considerable time and effort to the detailed analysis of English
used as a language of commercial persuasion. In the spirit of such research, this
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paper will suggest that the English used in the advertising of non-English speak-
ing countries is a rich source of linguistic data that is unique because of the viola-
tions of stylistic restrictions one often encounters. Furthermore, the linguistic and
cultural content of advertising slogans discovered through a careful examination
of phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic patterns also enables one
to tap people's attitudes toward language and society.
The analysis presented in this paper pertains specifically to the use of Eng- d
lish elements in written French advertisements in France, a phenomenon that per- *
sists despite the French government's repeated efforts to curb the influence of
English on the French language.' After a brief review of previous research in this
area, specific code-mixing techniques will be introduced as they apply directly to
French advertising, using various slogans as examples. This discussion will also
draw the reader's attention toward the unusual structural qualities of commercial
language and the probable reasons for which English plays such an important
role in advertising around the world.
The data for this analysis were largely drawn from recent issues of the
French weekly magazine L'Express. Also included are a number of code-mixed
items discovered by Blanche Grunig (1990:73-226) in her linguistic investigation
of advertising slogans in France. For the purposes of this analysis, written adver-
tising was chosen over television and radio for several reasons. First of all, it is
easier to manipulate than audio and visual recordings. Secondly, it is a relatively
important marketing strategy. French companies generally spend approximately
twice as much on newspaper and magazine advertising as on television and radio
commercials (Mermet 1988). Thirdly, in the interest of providing as detailed an
analysis as possible, it seemed more beneficial to focus on code-mixing and code-
switching in written material, an area often ignored in research. Indeed, the struc-
tural flexibility of the code-mixed slogans found in advertising makes it extremely
interesting from a linguistic point of view. Those who write advertising copy en-
joy what Leech 1966 referred to as 'copywriter's licence'. This carte blanche
authorizes them to (i) experiment with orthography, (ii) invent new lexical items,
(iii) produce language which appears nonsensical, and/or (iv) use the intrasenten-
tial switching of roles and registers, in addition to many other options, all of which
provides a fascinating linguistic mixture for analysis.
2. Code-mixing 'constraints'
With regard to past research in code-switching and code-mixing, there are a
number of issues that relate directly to advertising that warrant our attention,^
such as the controversy over code-mixing constraints, motivational factors, and
general attitudes toward code-mixing. 2 Regarding code-mixing constraints,
Poplack 1980 proposed what she referred to as 'equivalence', 'complementizer',
'free morpheme', and 'conjunction' constraints on code-mixing. Poplack and
other proponents of constraint-oriented theory have claimed, for instance, that
borrowed constituents must adhere to the constituent word order of the host lan-
guage. However, in the following example of intrasentential switching in Kin-
shasa-Lingala/French discourse (Bokamba 1989:279), the adjectival noun phrase
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"deux fois" does not obey the Lingala constituent order, which would have been
the opposite:
Mobali na yo a-telephon-aka yd deux fois par jour.
'Your husband calls you twice a day.''
The following sentence, a mixture of English and French, reveals the same viola-
tion of word order rules (Bokamba 1989:282):
He presented a paper exceptionnel.
'He presented a(n) exceptional paper.'
There are others who have suggested that these constraints are by no means uni-
versal and fail to take into account the contexts in which switching occurs,
among them Saville Troike (1982:65):
The fact that exceptions have been reported for almost all constraints
yet posited suggests that most researchers may have been sociolin-
guistically naive in not taking the contexts of switching into account
[and therefore] a study of variable contextual constraints on switch-
ing may be fruitful.
Written advertising is certainly one of these contexts.
3. Motivational factors that trigger language-mixing
When using advertising copy as research data, it is also important to take
into consideration possible motivations for code-switching and code-mixing with
English. Much research has been done to determine precisely when bi- and mul-
tilinguals engage in this behavior in various types of discourse. In his study of
English words as they appear in the Arab press, Peters 1988 found that English is
often used when referring to the following domains: science and technology,
various consumer products (such as shampoo, perfume and after-shave), sports,
games, architecture, most service industries, food, politics, clothing, the military,
and business. Valdes-Fallis 1976 also considers switching as being related to topic
and found, for instance, that English/Spanish bilinguals often lapse into English
when discussing computers.
Switching as it occurs in written advertising will often depend upon the tar-
geted audience (e.g., age, sex, socio-economic status, etc.). Many have discovered
the persuasive and manipulative power of English in advertising (Masavisut et al.
1986; Bhatia 1987; Larson 1990; Checri 1995; Martin 1998), which has been the
object of detailed discourse analysis. The functions of code-switching and code-
mixing are also discussed throughout the literature. Bokamba (1989: 287), for in-
stance, describes the following motivations for switching and mixing of lan-
guages:
1. To express the first word or idea that comes to mind
2. To convey more accurately one's emotional state
3. To appropriately obey rules governing interactional norms
and communicative domains.
4. To communicate effectively in certain multilingual speech
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communities where many languages are mutually unintelligible.
Other reasons for engaging in code-switching and code-mixing, enumerated by
Saville Troike 1982, include (i) ethnic or group identification, (ii) for 'humorous
effect', and (iii) quotations, all of which are heavily exploited in advertising copy.
To this list of code-switching functions, Cheng & Butler 1989 add the following:
(i) the exclusion of other parties, (ii) the elevation of one's perceived social status,
and/or (iii) a change in roles. Many of the different classifications of the func-
tional aspects of conversational code-mixing found in the literature can be di-
rectly applied to advertising.
4. Attitudes toward mixing
One of the most relevant issues in advertising, however, is consumer reac-
tion to advertising copy. What, precisely, are people's attitudes toward code-
mixing in particular? Kachru 1986 claims that many of the attitudes toward lan-
guage stem from the roles it has played in a given community and suggests the
following categorizations: (i) dislocational (whereby English slowly replaces
another language), (ii) CONFLICTIVE (as occurs in some instances in India when
politicians use English as a bargaining tool) or (iii) parallel (the rarely equalized
relationship between all existing languages in a country, such as in Switzerland).
Kachru also proposes a number of models that can be utilized to relate a particular
variety of language to society, notably the corrective model, the domain
MODEL, the CONFLICT MODEL, the FUNCTIONAL MODEL, and the VERBAL-REPERTOIRE
model. (For a more detailed discussion of these models, see Kachru 1986).
Attitudes toward code-mixing differ from one communicative context to
another. Whereas one's use of code-mixing in some instances may indicate a
higher socio-economic status, Kamwangamalu 1989a, and Bokamba 1989 —
among others — indicate that language-mixing has become the norm (and may
even be necessary) in many multilingual areas, including those (such as the
United States) where monolinguism is considered desirable. In some communities
and/or communicative contexts, the mixing of English with one's native language
indicates prestige, modernity, or solidarity. Bhatia 1992 has provided numerous
examples of this in advertising in India, Takashi 1990 in Japanese advertising,
Thonus 1991 in Brazilian business names, and Martin 1998 in French advertising,
among others. 3
In their analysis of the influence of English in Thai media, Masavisut, Suk-
wiwat, & Wongmontha 1986 discovered that products advertised in English are
generally considered more reliable and of superior quality. Furthermore, for a
number of items used for hygiene as well as various technical products, no ade-
quate lexical items exist in Thai. These would include words such as: dental floss,
shampoo, xerox, computers, etc. Additional problems include the rigid structure
and meaning-specific tones of the Thai language that do not lend themselves eas-
ily to creative rhyme schemes and/or seductive melodies.
Those who write for the media are often guilty of exploiting various cultural
and linguistic stereotypes. In India, for example, Bhatia 1987 reports that French
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and Hindi are sometimes chosen over English to promote the idea of tradition and
reliability, as the use of English in Indian advertising could convey the idea of
shallowness often associated with westernization. Kachru 1986 provides an in-
teresting list of stereotypical attitudes regarding the English language:
Labels used to symbolize the power of English
Positive Negative
national identity anti-nationalism
literary renaissance anti-native culture
cultural mirror for native cultures materialism
modernization westernization
liberalism rootlessness
universalism ethnocentricism
technology permissiveness
science divisiveness
mobility alienation
access code
Generally speaking, researchers agree that English in advertising is inter-
preted as a symbol of modernization, efficiency, and/or reliability. However, the
situation is somewhat more complex than it appears. Bhatia 1992 reports, for in-
stance, that writers of Hindi ad copy distinguish between modernization and
westernization, carefully expressing the latter primarily through visual cues,
rather than by inserting English elements. Reliability, on the other hand, is often
associated with deep-rooted Indian tradition, an idea conveyed through the use
of Sanskrit in Hindi advertising. As for Japanese advertising, foreign elements are
often written in Katakana, rather than with the hiragana symbols commonly used
for writing in Japanese (Bhatia 1992). Clearly, one must consider the possibility of
using various scripts when analysing code-mixed advertising copy. Other issues
that need to be taken into account are the products being advertised, the as-
sumed degree of bi- or multilingualism of the targeted consumer population, and
culture-specific attitudes toward a variety of languages, in addition to English.
When examining advertising from a linguistic point of view, one finds that
non-Anglophones' attitudes toward English in a general sense can also be re-
vealing. A most intriguing survey on Asian attitudes toward English was con-
ducted by Shaw 1981. Over 800 students from Singapore, India, and Thailand,
studying in 12 different universities and colleges, completed a questionnaire de-
signed to reveal the various reasons they had chosen to study English. The re-
sults seem to indicate that the English language has taken on a life of its own, di-
vorced, as it were, from its corresponding ideology. Out of a list of 25 possible
reasons for studying English, the least popular among all three groups in Shaw's
1981 study were the following (Shaw 1981:111):
1. T studied English because I like the countries in which English is
spoken. 7
2. T studied English because I like the people who are native
speakers.'
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3. 'I studied English because it will help me to think and behave as
native speakers do.'
The three MOST popular reasons for studying English were (Shaw 1981: 1 1 1-2):
1. 'Because I will need it for my work ...'
2. 'To talk to native speakers and/or foreigners for business and educa-
tional reasons ...'
3. 'It is required in our system ...'
Obviously, the strongest motivation for learning English in this case was a desire
to use the language purely as a means of accessing and sharing information in an
international market.
5. The appeal of English in French advertising: Some recent examples
How do the French feel about English invading their culture? According to
Mermet 1988, approximately 50% of the French population view British and
American lexical borrowings as a threat to the French language. Nearly 45%,
however, embrace the idea of welcoming such words into their language, consid-
ering it a part of the natural evolution and enrichment of their native tongue.
i
Figure 1.
Canon
Starwriter
votre
Business Force.
Indeed, new English words are being assimilated into the French language at
every moment: tapper, zapping, fan-club, high-tech, joint-venture, top niveau,
top secret (Mermet 1988:67). One could argue that a great number of them can
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be linked to science, business, or technology. Indeed, many French copywriters
today intersperse English business terminology with French copy to create an im-
age of efficiency. Most likely, the English word business was inserted into the
advertisement for Canon typewriters shown in Figure 1 to imply a certain com-
petitive edge.
Figure 2.
Monsieur le President,
vous avez Washington en ligne directe.
Oui, Monsieur le President Directeur General, a partir du
19 mai, chaque lour a 12 h 35, vous pourrez entrer en com-
munication directe avec Washington en prenant le nou-
veau vol direct de United Airlines, venu s'aiouter a notre
Pans-Chicago. Et en plus, Monsieur le President, etant
donne que la grande compagnie americame a la volonte
de faire decoller les affaires Internationales, United
Airlines peut vous emmener egalement vers plus de
200 destinations aux Etats-Unis dont Seattle, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, New York et Miami... Alors, des que
vos affaires vous appellent dans nos Etats, pensez
United ! Avec encore 2 hgnes : numero telephone Paris
:
48.97.82.82, numero vert: 05.01.91.38, appel gratuit.
UJJ uiiitgd AtRLines
PARIS CDQ 1 -WASHINGTON TOUS LES JOURS EN VOL DIRECT.
Copywriters are also forced to consider certain consumer characteristics
when designing code-mixed slogans. Stereotypes, self-fulfillment, intellectual cu-
riosity, narcissism, etc., all are cleverly taken into account when targeting a par-
ticular audience. For instance, those who write ad copy for French magazines are
careful to avoid cultural references unfamiliar to their audience, well aware of the
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prestige that intellect enjoys in French society. Through their choice of words,
and indeed their choice of one language over another, advertising copywriters
attempt to flatter their readers, leaving them with the impression of being well-
informed and sophisticated, worthy of products that exude an aura of elegance
and elitism. For instance, the mere mention of American cities in a French adver-
tisement gives products a more modern, and almost inaccessible, image. The ad for
United Airlines in Figure 2, in which Washington, D.C. is mentioned three times,
accompanied by Chicago, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York, and
Miami, illustrates this technique.
Figure 3.
ROCHEBOBOIS.
LE PREMIER ROLE DANS LA PIECE.
son an. un canape Roche Bobois
prend possession du decor.
j
ouani avec la lumicre et I'cspacc
Cinape ^mbole LOUUIIU dc Hower en plume
a piece soil clas-
nporaine. U tien-
e premier role.
EDITION SPECIALE : 16450 F.
Los Nouveaux Classiques.
.,.„,;,:.;
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Similarly, a string of American cities (Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York, San Diego, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.) line
the very top of the ad in Figure 3 for Roche Bobois leather sofas. If one looks
carefully, one notices, however, that not a single one of the distributors listed at
the bottom of the page is located in the United States.
Although the use of English is extremely rare in French advertisements for food
products, a recent advertisement for mustard (Figure 4) uses English in labels
Figure 4.
1 si
PARFUM DE
1 Sauci moutardt a la sutdoit
a oast d'oiwfk tt depicts, dta
pour It saumon. pot tit 200 g.
46.50 F (Fauchori).
2 Lout! grand clauiQut,
moutardt OtaihaM, pot dt
200 g. II f.
3 Uorett Btcorttt : moutardt
rugant compost* d'iptcts tt d<
tomorti pour oceompogntr
fondutt tr gniiodts : au citron
•n pour I'ttoborofton dti
sauctt : au vtn dt xtrti idtolt
pour im plan caltiatt. 200 g.
14,80 F (Id Grand a
BUc
Itt potssoiu. pot dt 215 a. 12 F.
5. Favchon ; oux trot* tp+cts,
poor Itt vtandtt tt Itt vololDti.
pot dt 200 g. 20 F
8. Utatartt vtottrtt dt Brtvt au
mo*l dt raisin, pot dt 200 g.
21 F (Fouehon).
7 Htdiard : moutardt au lafran.
idtolt pour Itt polstons. poi dt
100 a U 90 F
oui ottvts tt oux anchoit, pour
viandti tt ponsont frrrs, 13,50 F.
8. Monoprtx Gourmtt - a
''•sirogon troii. idtolt dam itt
vinoiortnts. pot dt 200 g. ou au
potvrt rtft idtolt pour dtgiactr
Its fondi dt 10UCM. 4,75 F.
9. Faguott mitt, dt prtftrtnet
avtc itt dandtt bionerttt oux
htrtti pout Iti iductt Itgtrtt
;
au itnouii poor itt poissons
grillts, pot dt 200 a, 16 F
10. Cermon't Muiiord. Torino dt
pot dt 113 g, 25 F (Faucnon).
11 Menes : moutardt de quaint.
ottlo sttoetlon ; Btount enra-
tont. vtnt a I'tstrogon et oux
flntt rttfbts. pot dt 200 g, 15 f
12. Marts A Sponecf, moutardt
angloist. pot dt 145 q. Saint
Micnon. U.SOF.
13. Savoro : condlmtnt
compost dt douit aromotts.
12 F environ.
14 Dtlouts Fits : au vinaigrt dt
cidrt. idealt pour io cuisson dts
poissons : 'ont
ou potvrt vtri. pour its viandes
rotttt. 5.65 F
If pot dt 100 g i.LofavfPe
Gourmtt)
15 Amora : moutardt Tint et
font, grand ctautqut. pot dt
300 g, 11 F tmvon.
!6 Dttoait Flit I'eirraqon tl
ntrots dt Provttltt. 13.50 F
AORESSES
Hediara 21 o'ace de a Vace-
eme. 75008 Par s Te-
-1266 44 36
ta'aye'ie jour^ei. 52. 3d
Haussmann "5009 D = rs
Fauchon :6 ziace de a
Madeleine "5CC3 Pans Tel
47 42.6011
Fagoais Ma*soi 30 rue ce La
TYemoille, "5008 s ariS "e
47 2080 91
Aiben Me n?s ii ca Uaiesref*
oes 75003 Pai
42 5695 63
La Gfarde Ecicere :s 3 ^rs.
38 rue ce Sevres ":.07 =a*s
"e- J5.W25.55
Marts i sse^cei 35 ~.z
^abSsmann ?5CC9 = vs
PAGES OIRIGEES PAR
MART1NE ALBERT1N
AVEC LA COLLABORATION
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(see item No. 10) to lure customers who are finicky about their condiments to an
exclusive, and extremely expensive, American supermarket (Fauchon) in Paris.
Figure 5.
i
GRANDS AMATEURS DE PIN'S
Venez chercher votre Pin's HILTON
au Bugatti Bar
en degustant le cocktail du "Jour"
dans une atmosphere chaleureuse, detendue et musicale.
L'equipe du Bar Bugatti
VOTRE ESTOMAC VOUS RAPPELLE A L'ORDRE,
l'equipe du restaurant LE JARDIN est a votre disposition
jusqu'a 24 heures.
(a Toccasion d'un concert ou d'un spectacle
au Palais des Congres et de la Musique)
Un buffet de salades, fromages et patisseries
saura vous ravir
avec un service efficace et rapide.
BON APPETIT ET BONNE FIN DE SOIREE !
STRASBOURG
tti ton
%
Avenue Herrenschmidt k Strasbourg
Telephone : 88.37.10.10.
One also finds a number of morphological transformations in code-mixed
advertising. Pin's, a very popular advertising tool in France, is used as a singular
and plural noun indiscriminately in French advertising, ignoring altogether it's
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possessive quality in English. The advertisement in Figure 5 promises the reader a
free Hilton pin's if he or she comes in for a cocktail.
Figure 6.
ft NE QUITTE PAS,
JE PRENJDS UN AUTRE
PPEL.A*
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produce an English word or phrase. Consider, for example, the France Telecom
advertisement for call-waiting in Figure 6. Approximately halfway down the page
we find the word beep, written bip in French, to elicit the desired pronunciation.
TUBORG...YOU TOO?"
For generations Tubcrg has been part of the noble art of beer drinking in all European countne:
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Some French written advertising uses more English than others. The beer
advertisement in Figure 7, for instance, uses advertising copy written entirely in
English. As in most cases, the slogan appearing in bold print is as simplistic as
possible, and is likely to be understood by the majority of its readers. In the clos-
ing sentence, we find many cognates, used to facilitate comprehension.
Figure 8.
Marlboro Country.
The Great Experience'
vre la Grande Experience*nous
oHrons l» catalogue de leurt
plus beaux reves de voyages.
Marlboro
Country Travel
Icfeserts
A Marlboro cigarettes advertisement (Figure 8) also effectively uses English
words that are readily intelligible to those who do not know the language. The
story behind Marlboro's very successful international marketing campaign is an
interesting one. When these cigarettes first appeared on the market, they were fa
vored more by women than men. In order to increase their share of the market, the
company hired a new agency whose objective it would be to create an image of
Marlboro as a cigarette for the rugged outdoorsman. Executives from the agencj .
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sporting tatoos, were among the first men to appear in these new Marlboro ads
(Dunn & Barban 1974:238). Marlboro has since become a household word in
France, where practically everyone is familiar with the rugged-looking cowboys
associated with Marlboro advertisements. This Marlboro ad provides a classic ex-
ample of code-switching. As is customary, the English words chosen are easily
recognized and understood by non-English-speaking French readers, and effec-
tively whet the consumer's appetite for 'la Grande Experience' awaiting them in
the Western United States.
Figure 9.
L'Exclusif
Beaucoup It recherchent Peu l'obtiennent
Another slogan using easily recognizable English words appears in the ad-
vertisement in Figure 9 in which the distillers of Ballantine's Whisky have chosen
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to use the expression 17 years old, which — although it does not particularly re-
semble its French equivalent — is likely to have been a part of everyone's Eng-
lish lesson at school at one time or another, and has the additional advantage of
conjuring up images of tradition and exclusivity.
Figure 10.
How do the French view advertising in general? Mermet 1988 argues that
the younger generation is perhaps more appreciative of this creative medium of
expression, but also that the French as a whole, though they consider it an eco-
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nomic necessity, tend to seek entertainment in this persuasive medium. For many
French natives, advertising is appreciated as a form of art, and is meant to favora-
bly mirror society in a way that is reassuring to them. As a result of this mutual
understanding between copywriters and consumers, the latter often end up being
Figure 11.
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more enthusiastic about the decoding of criptic messages embedded in advertis-
ing than about the actual product itself. Stretching the imagination is often of ut-
most importance. To illustrate this point, compare the French ad for Benson and
Hedges cigarettes in Figure 10 to the American cigarette ad in Figure 11 — pub-
lished by the very same company in Newsweek. Indeed, it is not uncommon to
encounter French advertising in which the product being promoted is neither
mentioned nor visible.
Specific code-mixing techniques applied to advertising copy
Part of the beauty of French advertising is the choreographed quality of ad-
vertising designs. Shapes, colors, lighting and text are meticulously juxtaposed to
produce the most alluring effect possible. The text itself, however, reveals some
intriguing structural characteristics when closely examined. Indeed, there are a
number of systematic code-mixing techniques used in written French advertising
to attract the reader's attention. These techniques may involve:
(i) the strategic distancing of sounds and/or text
(ii) the use of English to create rhyme and rhythm
(iii) the integration of English words into the grammatical
structure of the French language
(iv) homophones
(v) existing and deceptive cognates
(vi) alternation of speech roles
(vii) translation
(viii) creative orthography
(ix) slightly altered idiomatic expressions
(x) irregular plural and possessive forms
(xi) English brand names.
A few recent slogans (Appendix 1) might be useful to illustrate these methods.
(The English equivalents of these slogans also appear in Appendix 1):
In Slogan 1, one immediately notices the English-looking word Hitburger.
Slogan 1: Hitburger: le plus hit des burgers. [Hitburger]
(Grunig 1990:73)
A very subtle means of reinforcing the name of this product in the reader's mind
is to repeat the brand name, in two separate parts, later in the slogan:
...le plus hit_ des burgers
Slogan 2 appeared in a recent advertisement for France Telecom.
Slogan 2:
1st page: Elle n est pas souvent chez safdle dans VIllinois
2nd page: Mais elles prennent souvent le cafe ensemble.
[ATT] [ France Telecom International]
(Grunig 1990:226)
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In this particular case, the copywriter decided to spread the text across two pages
instead of one, a very wise choice indeed in that it cleverly reflects the longing
and separation felt by a mother in France and her daughter living across the At-
lantic in the state of Illinois. Not only does one see an American state mentioned
in this ad, but one also experiences a blending of cultures, as the daughter is so
fortunately able to partake in those frequent long conversations over coffee, so
typical in French society, directly from her American living room, because of tr^s
telephone company's supposedly low rates.
Those who write advertising copy often opt for code-mixed slogans in an
effort to create rhyme and/or rhythm. Consider, for example, Slogans 3 and 4:
Slogan 3: Coca cola, c'est ga [Coca Cola]
Slogan 4: Quand j'entends le mot traffic, je sors mon automatic
[Peugeot]
(Grunig 1990:179-80)
Whereas the Coca Cola slogan is simply a direct translation from English ("Coke
is it!"), the Peugeot advertisement uses the words traffic and automatic accord-
ing to the English spelling and definition. It should be noted, however, that trafic,
normally spelled with one T in French, is a word associated with smuggling
and/or drug trafficking, and when coupled with the English-looking word auto-
matic conjures up images of gangsters in American movies, which have been
quite popular in Europe.
Sometimes an already assimilated English expression (such as sex appeal)
will give birth to a new borrowing as part of the process of creating an enticing
advertisement. In Slogan 5, sex appeal has been transformed into text appeal for
the purpose of advertising a popular women's magazine:
Slogan 5: Un magazine qui a du text-appeal [Femme]
(Grunig 1990:123)
Occasionally, as in Slogan 6, innovative French adjectives create the need
for language-mixing in order to produce a desired rhyme:
Slogan 6: Tres mode, tres fourmi, tres polo, tres fancy
[Volkswagon "Polo"]
(Grunig 1990:81)
In this case, the English word fancy rhymes well with fourmi, (literally meaning
'ant-like'), when pronounced by the French.
Another means by which copywriters attempt to lure customers is the
shaping of English lexical items into typically French grammatical forms. In Slo-
gans 7 and 8, English adjectives, nouns, and verbs are considered equally appro-
priate as substitutions for French verb roots before the formal and/or plural sec-
ond person verb ending
-ez.
Slogan 7: Free shoesez-vous [Free-Shoes]
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Slogan 8: Snapez votrefil [DMC]
(Grunig 1990:84-5)
Homophonous words are also characteristic of code-mixed French advertising.
Note, for instance. Slogan 9:
Slogan 9: Les homines preferent lesfemmes au Lee [Lee jeans]
(Grunig 1990:204)
In this particular slogan, for an American jean company, Lee is pronounced the
same way as the French word for 'bed' (lit), which not only creates seductive
undertones but also clues the reader as to how the brand name should be pro-
nounced.
Also found in code-mixed French advertising are deceptive cognates. In
Slogan 10, presumably for computer games on the French Minitel network, the
English word GAME is a direct translation ofjeu in French, and also rhymes with
gamme (meaning 'selection' in English) when pronounced according to the
French phonological system:
Slogan 10:
36.15 + GAME. La plus grande gamme de jeux sur Minitel. [Minitel]
(Grunig 1990:204)
In Slogans 11, 12, and 13, we see a number of English loan-words that are easily
intelligible to a native French speaker:
Slogan 11: Original emotions are rare [MDM]
Slogan 12: The nobel scotch whisky [Clan Campbell]
Slogan 13: Oui, je swatch. En smoking, talking, dancing
mais sans darling [Swatch]
(Grunig 1990:204)
This is quite possibly an attempt on the part of the copywriter to avoid any misin-
terpretation. Indeed, it is very important in advertising to maintain a readable style
that can be easily assimilated and heard in one's imagination. Chances are the
English words in these slogans would be pronounced, or at least imagined, with a
French accent. Furthermore, Slogans 1 1 and 12, written entirely in English, would
seem to encourage readers to believe that the English language is nothing more
than French words pronounced with a foreign accent, with the exception of a
few articles and verbs, a ploy pointed out by Grunig 1990. This deceptive device
is essentially a form of flattery, for the reader is left with the impression that he or
she understands a certain level of English with no difficulty.
As in Slogan 7, certain parts of speech in Slogan 13 adopt alternate roles
For instance, the English-sounding brand name Swatch becomes a verb, and the
English participle smoking becomes a noun ('tuxedo') in French. As an added
effect, the word en has a double significance. En smoking referring to 'being
dressed in a tuxedo', and en [...] talking ... dancing meaning 'while talking and
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dancing'. The final noun darling was probably imported by English-speaking
soldiers during World War II, and creates the needed rhyme for the slogan.
Although the majority of English loan-words embedded in French advertis-
ing slogans are immediately understood by the reader, mysterious lexical items
will sometimes require a certain amount of decoding. In Slogan 14, for instance,
the English name of a French communication firm is simply inserted in the text
(involving once again the use of an English verb as a French noun) as if it natu- J
rally belonged there. Only those with some knowledge of English would catch "
the subtle translation of the word become into French (devenir) appearing at the
end.
Slogan 14: Pour Become communiquer c'est devenir [Become]
(Grunig 1990:204)
In Slogan 15, we have another example of English expressions spelled a la
frangaise, as we saw with the word beep in the France Telecom call-waiting ad
earlier:
Slogan 15: Let's truites again [Pays de Galle]
(Grunig 1990:204)
We have here an advertisement to lure tourists to Wales. As truites means 'trout'
in French, the entire slogan, if literally translated, would be interpreted as 'Let's
trout again', or 'Let's go trout fishing again.' However, the more likely intended
message was probably 'Let's twist again', the title of a very popular song in the
late 50s and early 60s known to most of the advertisement's targeted audience:
middle-aged potential travelers.
Similarly, to obtain the proper pronunciation of an English word, it may be
embedded in a formulaic expression existing in the French language, as occurs in
Slogan 16 for <Stylomines> pens and pencils.
Slogan 16: You see what I mine * (Vous voyez ce que je veux dear)
[Stylomines Conte]
(Grunig 1990:204)
If each of the two sentences had been written in only one language (the first one
in English and the second one in French), we would have had:
You see what I mean (Vous voyez ce que je veux dire)
The word mine (which, in French, actually carries several meanings, including the
lead of a pencil) is essential to the slogan, for it refers the reader to the brand name I
[Stylomines Conies]. Adding the English word dear on the end was a clever way
to balance the slogan.
One of the greatest joys of the French people (and indeed of many other
cultures) is that of using idiomatic expressions in everyday communication. The
French take great pride in the structural and phonological flexibility of their lan-
guage, and enjoy manipulating it for humorous effect. This is particularly evident
in advertising. A code-mixed version of this phenomenon appears in Slogan 17 ,
where the French word bouche (meaning 'mouth' in English) has been replaced
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by a former American president's last name, pronounced, of course, a la frangaise,
drawing it nearer to the pronunciation of the French word for 'mouth':
Slogan 17: Buvez I'Amerique a pleine Bush;
Bush la biere des hommes de I'Ouest [Busch beer]
(Grunig 1990:203)
\ change in spelling in the brand name (undoubtedly to accommodate the play
n words) and the stereotypical image of the western United States make the slo-
gan even more effective.4
As we have seen in other slogans (for example, 7 and 14, above), products in
France often carry English names that are, of course, easily articulated according
to the French phonological system. Slogan 18 is yet another example:
Slogan 18: Snacks. C'est tellement bon qu'on fait des bonds
[Snacks]
(Grunig 1990:201)
The same is true in other countries around the world. In a 1987 study of 1200
Asian ads, for instance, Bhatia found 90% of product names appearing in English.
In some cases, however, 'western-sounding' words used in Asian advertising
copy are not English at all, but rather lexical innovations designed to create a fa-
vorable brand image. The following are some pseudo-anglicisms recently used in
product names in France (Martin 1998):
Hydra-stick (lip balm)
Pressing Pro (clothes iron)
Silk-epil Comfort (woman's razor)
Satin- Up (bra)
Miel Pops (breakfast cereal)
Anniversong (personalized cassette with "Happy Birthday")
In the case of the French, specifically, there are certain dangers one encoun-
ters when composing code-mixed advertising copy. Regardless of the code-
mixing techniques one chooses to use, there exist several traps that copywriters
systematically avoid. First of all, an English word which is inserted in a French
slogan without the necessary phonetic clues is likely to be pronounced a la
frangaise. Upon reading Slogan 19 for [Well Stockings], for instance, a French
reader will undoubtedly guess the vowel sound [e], in the word Well , due to the
French word belle appearing at the end, but is very likely to pronounce the W as
a V:
Slogan 19: Je suis Well. Collant Well. Bien et belle. [Well Stockings]
(Grunig 1990:202-3)
The end result can sometimes be a product with a split personality, being referred
to by some shoppers as Well and others as Veil (Grunig 1990:202-3).
Another trap that is easy to fall into when writing ad copy is the over-
indulgence in the creative aspect of the text, at the expense of actually convinc-
ing the consumer to buy the product. The risk is that advertisements will become
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pure art, instead of achieving their ultimate goal: selling the product! (Grunig
1990:238). Leech's (1966:71) advice to copywriters is direct and to the point:
Keep the slogan short, simple, familiar, and concrete.
7. Implications and future research
This brief analysis of code-mixed advertisements in France has shed light on
several areas. It has already been recognized, for instance, that language-mixe* £
advertisements are essentially a mirror of society, enabling the observer to gain • %
clearer understanding of attitudes toward language and culture. Comparative
analyses of advertising from various cultures could also yield interesting results.
Future analyses of code-mixed advertising could investigate the socio-
psycholinguistic impact of the manipulative use of pair-languages for commercial
purposes on readers of different linguistic and socio-economic backgrounds. The
linguistic properties of code-mixed slogans that are actually processed by readers
and the effect they have on memory are — with the exception of a small study by
Petrof 1990 — unexplored areas of research. An interdiscisciplinary approach
may be the most effective way of conducting such an analysis. Finally, it would
be interesting to see whether the existing relationship between French and Eng-
lish in the advertising medium is similar to that of other languages. The identifica-
tion of cross-cultural lexical, syntactic, morphological, and/or phonological uni-
versal in code-mixed advertising would provide a valuable set of guidelines for
advertising copywriters, researchers interested in commercial and/or linguistic
analysis, as well as foreign language teachers wishing to exploit advertising in
their classroom.
8. Conclusion
Indisputably, the English used in French slogans illustrates that advertising
copy can be a rich source of linguistic data on code-switching, code-mixing, and
loan-words because of the various morpho-syntactic and phonological features
untolerated in conventional written or spoken language. It is also quite possible
that the motivations for choosing English as a pair-language in code-mixing for
the purpose of advertising are somewhat different from those involved in speech,
and therefore warrant additional inquiry. Furthermore, it could be argued that by
examining the phenomenon of code-mixing in French advertisements, one dis-
covers the attachment French people feel to their native language as well as other
aspects of their mentality. Their intellectual curiosity, insatiable appetite for des
jeux de mots (puns) and appreciation for subtle nuances, for instance, are far more 4
evident in these code-mixed advertising slogans than any affinity for an Anglo-
phone lifestyle. However, in spite of their mixed feelings regarding the materialism
and superficiality so often ascribed to the American society, for example, the
French seem to take great pleasure in incorporating new English words into their
vocabulary, and are more than willing to utilize them to expand their repertoire of
marketing strategies. Finally, in view of the specific (and often consistent) proper-
ties and functions of code-switching, code-mixing and borrowings found in ad-
vertising, it may be conceivable to label language-mixed advertising as a variety
in its own right, rather than as an aberration.
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NOTES
1 For discussions on language legislation in France, see Martin 1998; Nelms-Reyes
1996; and Kibbee 1993.
2 For an extensive bibliography of research on code-mixing and code-switching,
see Kamwangamalu 1989b.
3 For a more detailed discussion of the 'power' of English in various communities
throughout the world, see Kachru 1981, 1986 and Kamwangamalu 1989a.
4 For a more detailed discussion of anglicized product names in France, see Martin
1998.
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APPENDIX 1.
Code-mixed slogans (Grunig 1990:73-226):
1. Hitburger: le plus hit des burgers. [Hitburger]
'Hitburger: the popular burger.'
2. Elle n 'est pas souvent chez sa fille dans I 'Illinois. Mais elles prennent
souvent le cafe ensemble. [ATT] [France Telecom International]
'She isn't often at her daughter's home in Illinois. But they often
drink coffee together.'
3. Coca cola, c'est ca [Coca Cola]
'Coke is it!'
4: Quand j'entends le mot traffic, je sors mon automatic [Peugeot]
'When I hear the word "traffic", I get out my "automatic".'
5. Un magazine qui a du text-appeal [Femme]
'A magazine with text-appeal.'
6. Tres mode, tres fourmi, tres polo, tres fancy [Volkswagon "Polo"]
'Very stylish, very small (literally "ant-like"), very "Polo", very fancy.'
7. Free shoesez-vous [Free-Shoes]
'Put on some Free Shoes.'
8. Snapez voire fil [DMC]
'Snap your thread.'
9. Les homines preferent lesfemmes au Lee [Lee jeans]
'Men prefer women in Lee's.'
10. 36.15 + GAME. La plus grande gamine de jeux sur Minitel. [Minitel]
'36.15 GAME. The largest selection of games on Minitel'
11. Original emotions are rare [MDM]
'Original emotions are rare.'
12. The nobel scotch whisky [Clan Campbell]
'The nobel scotch whisky.'
13. Oui, je swatch.En smoking, talking, dancing mais sans darling [Swatch]
'Yes, I wear my swatch. Dressed in a tuxedo, talking, dancing, but not with
out my darling."
14. Pour Become communiquer c'est devenir [Become]
'For Become, communicating is becoming.'
15. Let's truites again [Pays de Galle Tourism]
'Let's go fishing for trout again.'
16. You see what I mine * (Vous voyez ce que je veux dear) [Stylomines
Conte]
'You see what I mean. You see what I mean.'
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17. Buvez I'Amerique a pleine Bush;
Bush la biere des hommes de I'Ouest [Busch beer]
'Drink in America with intense pleasure.
Bush, the western men's beer.'
18. Snacks. C'est tellement bon qu 'on fait des bonds [Snacks]
'Snacks. It's so good that you jump up and down.'
19. Je suis Well. Collant Well. Bien et belle. [Well Stockings] 1
'I look great. Well stockings. Nice and beautiful.' ^
{bien et belle also means 'undoubtedly')
i
